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Objective- The major goal of this project that we have to make our atmosphere when at ancient
time more trees more grass more flowers and other evergreen resources . that the main point is
that we have to maintain ecological balance of our atmosphere is that we have to practice to
maintain atmosphere and by these project we can introduce our opinion on the basis of
atmosphere conservation. If we can’t stop deforestation than we have also faced many problems
regarding as economical wealth for example as we know that our paper also produced their are
many such activity that also harm our national economical condition also be aware about this.

Need of the Project- We have to stop cutting of trees and stop setup of industries in our
surrounding and far places also so by these forestation can take place and than maintenance of
ecological balance and other thing were maintain. To conserve our atmosphere from these
harmful activities like deforestation and overgrazing by cattle. The process we have to that we
plant more than more green plant but not that that makes a good look of our house and society.
We have to run such type of NGO if we run them such benefit we get from and also to people
also. If we fallow this type of steps regarding to safe to our nature we have to serious because it
is the life of people and human. In future our generation can trouble in this type of hazard.

How you will achieve it1) Plantation for healthy environment.
2) Awareness drives and campaigns to stop deforestation.
3) Awareness drives to keep Ganga and its ghat clean.
4) Adopting the village Kaithi, Markandev mahadev and making its surrounding clean.

